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Is the glare killing your game today? Get back into your groove for a winning game with the help of the Asian Slip&trade;
Interchangeable sunglasses from Tifosi&reg;. Designed to improve your game. The Golf/Tennis&trade; lens is neutral in color, making
it great for full sun so that you can quickly spot your ball in flight. The EC&trade; (Extreme Contrast) lens filters blue light and was
designed as a green-reader, helping you to detect subtle breaks in the green as you putt. Overcast conditions call for a lens that
offers great contrast, like the AC Red&trade; lens. Grilamid TR-90 frame construction for optimal durability and resistance to chemical
and UV damage. Shatterproof, decentered polycarbonate lenses help to minimize distortion and sharpen peripheral vision. Glare
Guard&trade; reflective lens coating helps reduce eye fatigue. 100% UVA &amp; UVB Protection. Hydrophilic rubber nose pieces and
adjustable temples. Lens cutout allows for ventilation and anti-fog. Fits small to large. Asian fit features modified lens shapes, frame
angles, and nose pieces for a better fit. Includes a zippered hard shell case and cleaning bag. Imported. Measurements: Temple
Length: 128 mm Frame Width: 145 mm Weight: 1 oz Lens Height: 37 mm Lens Width: 65 mm Bridge: 14 mm This product may
have a manufacturer&#039;s warranty. Please visit the manufacturer&#039;s website or contact us at for full manufacturer warranty
details.
If you really love this product. Please click top image to go to product page and click add to bag to order it . ! .Have a greatest for
shopping today . ! .
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